
INSTALLATION, INSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL FOR 
READYCLIM CONNECTIONS FOR GAS R32 or R410A (to be kept)

(1) Risk of fire only for R32 gas
(2) Read the user manual (ISO 7000-0790)
(3) User Manual; user instructions (ISO 7000-1641)
(4) Maintenance indicator; read the technical manual (ISO 7000-1659)

WARNING:
risk of fire (1)

READYCLIM allows you to connect your indoor(s) and outdoor units in a SIMPLE, QUICK AND SAFE way and to benefit from the total guarantee on connection*.

READYCLIM is a hermetically sealed system equipped with an exclusive system of AUTOMATIC safety valves releasing the refrigerant fluid ONLY when the connection 
to the indoor(s) and outdoor units becomes airtight, thus avoiding any risk of leakage.
Requires no evacuation, no handling of refrigerant.

Please read carefully and follow the following instructions:

ATWARNINGthe correct correspondence of the connections and adapters
The threads of the READYCLIM R32 and R41 OA system connectors are not compatible.

...,_ Do not force and carefully check the concordance of the gas used in the READYCLIM connections with the indoor(s) and outdoor 
units.

1) Carefully unroll and position your refrigeration connection between the indoor(s) and outdoor units.
2) Remove the protective caps:

- A1 and A2 adapters and your units:

outdoor unit indoor unit Quick connectors 1&2 of your 
refrigeration connection:

INDOOR UNIT

youyou

3) Make sure that all the threads are in good condition and that there is no sand or other 
particles.
4) Screw the quick connections 1 and 2 onto the respective adapters A 1 and A2 axially, by hand 

at first, then finish with 2 spanners (one positioned on the quick connection to screw and 
the other positioned on the adapter to hold it in place until it stops Identical operations to 
be carried out for all the other connections.

- 1 on A 1 (small 0, 1/4)
- 2 on A2 (large 0, 1/2 or 3/8)

5) Remove the protective caps from the VE shut-off valves.
6) To pressurize the refrigerant gas circuit:

Fully unscrew the shut-off valves of the VE outdoor unit using the Alen key.
7) Check that your connection is perfectly sealed at the connections (pay your attention to any 

hissing, traces of grease).
Immediately carry out a leak detection test with soapy water. The appearance of bubble means 
micro leaks. In this case, close the shut-off valves as quickly as possible, check your tightenings 
and repeat step 6.

8) After positive control of your connection, place the insulation sleeves on connectors 1 and 2 
and adapters A 1 and A2 to avoid any risk of icing.

OUTDOOR UNIT

ATWARNINGGAS R32
In the event of dismantling a fitting of a READYCLIM 
connection positioned at!'INTERIORof a building, 
changing the seal of the READYCLIM fitting is
MANDATORY.
To make a seal kit, with tool and assembly instructions 
is at your disposal ref409596.

ATAs stipulated on the warning label, 
only a qualified operator is authorized to 
disconnect the adapters for commissioning 
with standard connection or for 
maintenance.

Valves
stop
VE

READYCLIM connections contain fluorinated greenhouse gas R32 or R41OA. R32, R41OA are so-called "Ecological" gases because they are chlorine-free and respect the ozone layer. 
You will find on each sealed hermetic system of your air conditioner a label indicating the gas charge and its nature. Any intervention on the sealed junctions of the indoor and 
outdoor units must be carried out in accordance with the rules of the art, by a qualified operator and with the appropriate equipment (recovery station and vacuum pump).

Dismantling and recycling: the connections contain refrigerant gas. It is therefore imperative to unload the entire installation before dismantling any connector with a view to 
recycling the installation and the connections.

*See air conditioner warranty booklet STARLIGHT - 255 Bd de la madeleine FR-06000 Nice V-01-2019
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